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Parisi Management Group Anticipates
Continued Growth as they Expand into New Office

East Longmeadow, MA, May 25, 2022 — In the midst of stock market volatility and
economic uncertainty, family offices, private equity and institutional investors are turning
to Parisi Management Group to help them find value, diversity and undiscovered
efficiencies in their real estate portfolios. To meet this demand, Parisi has expanded into a
new office in East Longmeadow, Massachusetts, just moments from the firm’s original N.
Main Street location.
Boasting flexible workspaces, a fitness room and coffee lounge, the new Parisi headquarters
is designed to encourage collaboration and further strengthen camaraderie — both within
the team and with their client partners.
This synergy is integral to Parisi’s comprehensive services and turnkey approach to real
estate investment and development. To deliver this unique offering, Principal & Founder,
Ellen Parisi, CPM, has assembled a team of accomplished professionals with diverse
experience.
“They truly are the best in their fields,” said Parisi. “Most of them have been here for five
years or so, which is great since it started with just me around eight years ago.”
This is particularly rare to find in a company today, since many owner’s reps are individual
communicators working as intermediaries. At Parisi, clients have a full team on their side,
enabling them to garner a wider array of insights and to make decisions on a larger scale.
Currently, there are eight full-time staff members, and they are planning to increase to 10
employees by year’s end.

“From the beginning, our growth has been client-centric,” Parisi continued. “We grow where
we see the need, even adding experts on a per-project basis so that our clients always have
the best in the industry working on their behalf.”
The new Massachusetts office is particularly well-suited for continued growth, ensuring
Parisi Management Group is positioned to meet any needs that may arise for current and
future clients.
This move follows Parisi’s 2019 expansion into South Florida, with the opening of their
Boynton Beach office.
Those interested are encouraged to come in for a tour, where they can meet the team and
gain a better understanding of what they do. Call (413) 224-2622 or email
eparisi@parisimanagementgroup.com to learn more.

About Parisi Management Group
Founded in 2014, Parisi Management Group provides an all-encompassing, turnkey
approach to real estate investment and development for family offices, private equity and
institutional investors. Services range from Owner’s Representation, Project Management
and Project Development to Construction Management, Asset Management and Financial
Advisory. Parisi operates in New York, New Jersey, Florida and Connecticut, where they
oversee a total of $500M in development financial management and $750M total AUM of
existing and development assets. In addition to the new Massachusetts office, Parisi has
offices in Florida and New York. Visit ParisiManagementGroup.com to learn more.
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